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Single 
Crystal 

Tungsten  
X-ray Tube 

THE LAUE BACK-REFLECTION METHOD 

OVERVIEW 

The Laue method is the oldest of all X-ray 

diffraction methods. Walter Friedrich, Paul 

Knipping, and Max von Laue first showed that 

X-rays could be diffracted by crystal planes into 

a spot pattern. Max von Laue won the Nobel 

Prize in physics in 1914 for this discovery. The 

back-reflection image at the left demonstrates 

the basic principle. A beam of polychromatic X-

rays is incident upon a crystal. The crystal 

planes themselves select the appropriate X-ray 

wavelength needed for diffraction based on its 

crystal structure and orientation relative to the 

incident x-ray beam.  The MWL120 image (left) 

shows a 4-fold symmetry, a property of being 

near the 100 orientation of silicon. 

 

The back-reflection Laue method is an indispensable tool for orienting single crystals in research and 

industry. The MWL120 real-time camera is designed to eliminate the need for X-ray film while enjoying 

improved collection speed and economic efficiency. With the MWL120 system, Laue images are 

displayed in real-time on a computer screen as the operator manipulates a crystal sample remotely via 

a joystick. 

The MWL120 system can quickly x-ray orient single crystals to an accuracy of ¼ degree (0.05° in the 

high-resolution mode).  Less-than-perfect crystals can be identified almost instantly by observing the 

larger spots in a disordered crystal or in the sudden change in a live Laue pattern when crossing a 

boundary between two single crystal regions of differing orientation. The ability to quickly change the 

crystal angle and follow a hyperbolic line of spots to an intersection of crossing hyperbolas, thus 

revealing the symmetry of a low index plane in real-time, is a dramatic experience for those who have 

patiently suffered through the orientation procedure with the older film method. 

 

The MWL120 real-time experience is made possible by combining the Laue back-reflection method 

with a sensitive multiwire proportional counter technology.   The multiwire proportional counter has 

an active area of 30 centimeters by 30 centimeters with a continuous readout scheme. The MWL120 

system comes with NorthStar — the powerful orientation software developed just for Laue imaging.    
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NorthStar Software 

NorthStar is a key player on the MWL120 team.  Once set up, NorthStar automatically finds the Laue 

spots and indexes most back-reflection Laue images. After the diffraction spots have been selected, 

NorthStar will find an orientation matrix UB, a 3 x 3 matrix that contains the information about how 

the crystal is aligned with respect to the x-ray beam as well as information about the crystallographic 

unit cell (a, b, c, alpha, beta, gamma). The orientation matrix is the link between the Miller indices 

(hkℓ) in reciprocal space and the diffraction vector in real space.  

When an orientation has been determined, the ‘Find extra planes’ feature computes the 

misorientation in degrees.  By correcting the goniometer by this angle, the crystal will be “oriented” 

and ready to transfer to the cutting saw.    NorthStar will even reveal the plane positioned behind the 

collimator that can’t otherwise be seen.  NorthStar can also generate stereographic projections of the 

crystal structure. If an hkℓ solution to the histogram has been found, the stereographic projection will 

be generated from the same orientation matrix used to find the indexed solution.  

NorthStar 7 is the culmination of years of development work and is a great improvement over other 

available Laue software, especially in the area of ease-of-use. With NorthStar, you can: 

 Record and play macros (a sequence of individual steps such as Collect, Find Points, FindHKL, 

etc.) 

 Save and retrieve crystal histogram data files (the raw images) 

 Compare histograms visually side-by-side 

 Display output in several resolutions (pixels): 256x256, 512x512 (4x 

larger than 256 mode), or full 2000x2000 RAW data output (>15x 

larger than 512 mode) 

 Find the angles of misalignment across a grain boundary 

 A computer preloaded with NorthStar is provided with every real-time system. 

The NorthStar software:  

 Accommodates small variation in film-to-specimen distance 

 Controls percentage of Laue spots to be indexed - to ignore a few troublesome points, if 

needed 

 Tries multiple combinations of starting Laue points and selects the best orientation matrix 

automatically  

 Use "speed icons" for faster manual work  

 

The end result?   Novice users can achieve expert results quickly with very little effort.   
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NorthStar was designed with ease-of-use and automatic 

analysis in three easy steps 

 
 

 

 

STEP 1:  Real-Time Alignment:   Use the real-time capabilities of the MWL120 system to align 

your crystal by eye.  Five frames were screen captured during a 10 second alignment procedure of a 

gallium arsenide single crystal wafer. For many users, this is the main feature of the MWL120 system. 

 

 

STEP 2:  Collect Laue Histogram (Pattern) Collect a Laue 

pattern for a few seconds, silicon crystal example shown. Laue 

patterns can be saved as digital histograms (files) to be reviewed and 

analyzed at a later time or archived for quality control. 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 3:  Run Automatic Analysis on a collected Laue 

pattern to get the analysis. Results are just a click away with 

the automatic point 

finding routine and 

index analysis tools 

(left image).  The 

Stereographic 

Projection (right) 

shows a visual 

representation of 

collected Silicon 

crystal with ‘100’ 

plane slight offset 
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OVERVIEW 

The new MWL120 real-time back-reflection Laue camera system quickly orients single crystals in 

seconds. Utilize the real-time detector, motorized orientation stages, and computer analysis of back-

reflected images to quickly characterize or determine the orientation of the lattice planes in a variety 

of crystal materials such as silicon, gallium arsenide, sapphire, high-temperature superconductors, 

turbine blades, geological minerals, etc. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Ideal replacement for the Polaroid XR-7 back-reflection cassette (film no longer available) 

 NorthStar 7 indexes cubic, hexagonal, …triclinic crystal systems and creates stereographic projections 

 Provides an accuracy of 0.25° in standard Laue mode and 0.05° in high-resolution mode 

 Operates best with the MWL motorized orientation stages 

 Ideal for industrial process control, research applications, or academic laboratories 

 Earlier model MWL110 systems can be upgraded to MWL120 capability 

NORTHSTAR SOFTWARE 

The latest orientation NorthStar 7 application software automatically collects images, finds Laue spots, 

and indexes most back-reflection Laue images. The "Find extra planes" feature now shows you even 

the computed plane position oriented behind the collimator that can't be seen when perfectly 

oriented! NorthStar 7 program is the culmination of years of development work and is a great 

improvement over other available Laue software, especially in the area of ease-of-use. 

The NorthStar software a) accommodates small variation in film-to-specimen distance, b) controls 

percentage of Laue spots to be indexed (can now ignore a few troublesome points, if needed), c) tries 

multiple combinations of starting Laue points and selects the best orientation matrix automatically, 

and d) has new "speed icons" for faster manual work and a "macro" feature for one-touch analysis of 

crystal orientation. Once set with the right conditions, novice users can achieve expert results quickly 

with very little effort. 

FEATURES 

 Save and retrieve crystal histogram data files 

 Side-by-side histogram comparison 

 Record and play macros 

 Various motorized bases and orientation stages available 

 Output display modes: 256 x 256, 512 x 512 (4x larger than 256 mode), or full 2000 x 2000 RAW 

data output (4x larger than 512 mode) 
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APPLICATIONS  

 

 

 

Silicon Single Crystal image with analysis (right) and corresponding 
stereographic projection below.  

 

Indexed image and orientation summary.  The 100 plane is 
16.1 degrees out of orientation (-11.5 degrees vertically 

and 12.5 degrees horizontally) 

Lanthanum Strontium Copper Oxide superconductor Laue 
image at 30 seconds exposure. Stereographic Projection visual 

representation of collected 
Silicon crystal with ‘100’ plane 
offset from center. 
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OVERVIEW 

The new MWL120 real-time 

back-reflection Laue camera 

system quickly orients single 

crystals in seconds. Utilize the 

real-time detector, motorized 

orientation stages, and 

computer analysis of back-reflected images to quickly characterize or determine the orientation of the 

lattice planes in a variety of crystal materials such as silicon, gallium arsenide, sapphire, high-

temperature superconductors, turbine blades, geological minerals, etc. 

HIGHLIGHTS (Hardware) 

 Ideal replacement for the Polaroid XR-7 back-reflection cassette (film no longer available) 

 Real-time capability for quick sample alignment and examinations of less than perfect crystals   

 Provides an orientation accuracy of 0.25° in the standard mode and 0.05° in the high-resolution mode 

 Operates best with the MWL motorized orientation stages 

 Ideal for industrial process control, research applications, or academic laboratories 

 Earlier model MWL110 systems can be upgraded to MWL120 capability 

 Easy setup (plug in 12 volt laptop power supply, gas line and USB cable) 

 Low cost maintenance  
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MWL120 Detector 
 
Physical Dimensions: 
    Width: 23” (58.5cm), Height: 20” (51.0cm), Depth: 8” (20.5cm), Weight: 39.5lb (17.9kg) 
Power Requirements: 
    Input: 100-240VAC @ 1.5A, 50-60Hz 
Gas Requirements (gas regulator assembly and supply-line included).  User must supply a 1A sized gas  
    cylinder of 90% argon (Ar) gas + 10% carbon dioxide (CO2) with a CGA580 outlet. 
Environmental Requirements: 
    Room temperature: Less than 24C (76F).  Relative humidity less than 50%. 
Installation and Electrical Requirements: 
    A surge protector with adequate battery backup must be installed for computer and detector. 
X-Ray Source:  A standard focus tungsten x-ray tube is recommended that is continuously adjustable   
    over the range of 9 to 25 KV and 1 to 20 mA of current, full-wave rectified or constant potential. The  
    9 to 20 KV operation is essential for crystals containing significant quantities of elements that may  
    fluoresce in the 5 to 20 keV range. Low voltage operation will minimize the production of fluorescent  
    x-rays which are also imaged by the detector system. 
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MWL701A Jack & Translation 
Motorized Orientation Stage 

Datasheet 

MWL701A Jack & Translation 
Motorized Orientation Stage 

 
Physical Dimensions 
Width: 20” (51 cm), *Height: 6” (15.5 cm), 
Depth: 9” (23 cm), Weight: 40 lb. (18.1 kg) 
Power Requirements 
Powered by MWL731 Motor Controller 
Environmental Requirements 
Room Temperature: Less than 24°C (76°F) 
Relative Humidity: Less than 50% 
Installation and Electrical Requirements 
A surge protector on MWL731 Motor Controller 
Range of Motion 
Horizontal: 4” (10 cm) 
Vertical: 2.7” (6.7 cm) 
Range of Speed 
Horizontal: 0.003” to 0.1” per second 
Vertical: 0.005” to 0.2” per second 
Load Specification 
Operable under a load up to 110 lb. (50 kg) 
Minimum Step Size 
Horizontal: 0.003” (0.008 cm) 
Vertical: 0.005” (0.013 cm) 

 
*Stage fully compressed, with rail attached 
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OVERVIEW 

The MWL701A Jack & Translation Stage has been designed to allow easy vertical and horizontal 

positioning of crystal orientation devices and samples to better assist the MWL120 Real-Time Back-

Reflection Laue Camera System in quickly orienting single crystals in seconds. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Ideal for remote translation of samples and accessories housed in a radiation enclosure 

 Vertical movement is accommodated by a rugged jack screw assisted by two guideposts equipped with ball-

bearing cages 

 Horizontal movement is carried out by an independent screw and motor 

 Durable aluminum housing features a hard black anodized finish 

 Features an attachable 2” wide (50 mm) mounting track for additional orientation accessories 

 Supports weight loads up to 110 lb. (50 kg) 

 Adjustable working tilt angle up to 10° and mounting position lock screw holes. 

The MWL701A Jack & Translation Stage with its 2” wide (50 mm) mounting track supports a wide array 

of additional crystal orientation stages and safety accessories. The MWL702 Leaded Beam Stop is 

attached to the Jack and Translation stage rail and sits behind the sample to protect operator from x-

rays if the sample is removed. The MWL750 Three-Axis Rotation Goniometer mounts to the track to 

provide remote alignment of crystal samples within a radiation enclosure and is ideal for sample 

manipulation over large angular ranges. 

PRODUCT IMAGES  

MWL731 Motor Controller 
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MWL702 Leaded Beam Stop 

Datasheet 
 

MWL702 Leaded Beam Stop 
 

OVERVIEW 
The MWL702 Leaded Beam Stop is designed to be track mounted and sits behind the sample to protect the 
operator from x-rays. 
 
Physical Dimensions 
Width: 6.5” (16.5 cm), Height: 6.5” (16.5 cm), Weight: 3 lb. (1.4 kg) 
 

PRODUCT IMAGES  
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MWL703 Motorized Barrel Holder 

Orientation Base 

Datasheet 

 

MWL703 Motorized Barrel Holder 

Orientation Base 
 

Physical Dimensions 

Width: 5” (13 cm), Height: 7” (18 cm), 

Depth*: 10” (25.5 cm), Weight*: 10 lb. (4.5 kg) 

Power Requirements 

Powered by MWL731 Motor Controller 

Installation and Electrical Requirements 

A MWL731 Motor Controller 

Load Specification 

Crystal sample load up to 2.2 lb. (1 kg) 

Range of Motion 

Horizontal: X-axis ±7°  

Vertical: Y-axis ±7°  

Power pod manual rotation through 360° about the barrel holder axis.  

Range of Speed 

Horizontal: 0.04° to 0.8° per second 

Vertical: 0.04° to 0.8° per second 

Minimum Step Size 

Horizontal: X-axis 0.04° 

Vertical: Y-axis 0.04° 

 

*With Barrel Attached to Orientation Holder Base 
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OVERVIEW 

The MWL703 Motorized Orientation Base with removable front Barrel Holder assembly holds the sample safely 

in the x-ray beam while the base tips orients the crystal into its final, precise alignment. Then the Barrel Holder 

can be removed (by loosening the two horizontal screws on either side of the Barrel Holder) and pulled out of 

the Orientation Base. The Barrel Holder can then be mounted in a machinist "V" block (not shown) and bathed 

by a water-cooled diamond saw or immersed in oil during electrical discharge machining as the surface is sawn 

along the oriented plane that is perpendicular to the Barrel axis. [The 3-axis stage cannot do this as it has 

precision electric motors permanently attached that are not designed for such rough service]. The MWL703 

Motorized Orientation Base has been designed to make positioning crystal samples faster and easier with the 

MWL120 system, allowing finite remote adjustment of pitch, yaw, and roll before machining or polishing of the 

crystal oriented plane. The MWL703 Motorized Orientation Base unit is a motorized orientation stage powered 

and controlled by the MWL731 Motor Controller & Joystick, and is mountable to the x-ray track found on the 

MWL701A Jack & Translation Stage. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

• Ideal for real-time positioning of crystal samples 

• Durable aluminum housing 

• Features an 2” wide (50 mm) mounting mouth rail for precision alignment 

• Supports Crystal weight up to 2.2 lb. (1 kg) 

• Detachable Barrel Holder for machining  

• Ideal way to mount crystal in preparation for final orientation cut 

Product details: The Power Pod contains two DC motor driven Allen wrenches in the power pod that tip the 

front plate along horizontal and vertical axes. The motors are torque limited to eliminate damage. The 

automated barrel holder base is mounted on a standard x-ray track. The spring loaded and motorized Allen 

wrenches engage the barrel holder automatically when the barrel holder is inserted into the power pod. A 

manually adjustable Allen key locks the front plate of the barrel holder when orientation has been completed on 

a crystal. This is the ideal way to mount a crystal in preparation for a final orientation cut on an external saw. 

PRODUCT IMAGES  

Joy Stick Control 

MWL731 Motor Controller 
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MWL705 Three-Axis Motorized 

Rotation Goniometer 

Datasheet 

MWL705 Three-Axis Motorized 

Rotation Goniometer 

Physical Dimensions 

Width: 6” (15.5 cm), Height: 9” (23 cm), 

Depth: 5” (13 cm), Weight: 4 lb. (1.81 kg) 

Power Requirements 

Powered by MWL731 Motor Controller 

Installation and Electrical Requirements 

A surge protector on MWL731 Motor Controller 

Load Specification 

Crystal sample load up to 2.2 lb. (1 kg) 

Range of Motion 

Horizontal X-axis: ±85° 

Vertical Y-axis: -35°, +60°  

Phi-axis: 0 to 360°  

Range of Speed 

Horizontal: 0.04° to 4° per second 

Vertical: 0.04° to 4° per second 

Phi-axis: 0.025° to 3° per second 

Minimum Step Size 

Horizontal: X-axis 0.02° 

Vertical: Y-axis 0.02° 

Phi-axis: 0.025° 
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OVERVIEW 

The MWL705 Three-Axis Motorized Rotation Goniometer has been designed to make positioning 

crystal samples faster and easier with the MWL120 system, allowing remote real-time adjustment of 

pitch, yaw, and roll. The three-axis unit is a motorized orientation stage powered and controlled by the 

MWL731 Motor Controller & Joystick, and is mountable to the x-ray track found on the MWL701A Jack 

& Translation Stage. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

• Ideal for real-time positioning of crystal samples 

• Durable aluminum housing 

• Features an 2” wide (50 mm) mounting mouth rail for precision alignment 

• Supports Crystal weight up to 5 lb. (2.26 kg) 

The MWL705 Three-Axis Motorized Rotation Goniometer with its 2” wide (50 mm) mounting mouth 

provides remote alignment of crystal samples within a radiation enclosure and is ideal for sample 

manipulation over large angular ranges. The MWL702 Leaded Beam Stop is usually attached to the Jack 

and Translation stage rail and sits behind the MWL705 Three-Axis Motorized Rotation Goniometer to 

protect operator from x-rays if the sample is removed or missed.  

PRODUCT IMAGES  

Joy Stick Control 

MWL731 Motor Controller 
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MWL731 Six-Axis Motor Driver 

Datasheet 
 

 

MWL731 Motor Controller Six-Axis Motor Driver 
(with Joy Stick Control) 

 
The MWL731 Motor Controller is required for operation of the MWL701A, MWL 703, and MWL705 
motorized orientation stages and accessories. 
 
Form Factor 
2U chassis fits standard 19” rack 
Physical Dimensions 
Width: 19.1” (48.5 cm), Height: 3.5” (9 cm), Depth: 12” (30.5 cm), Weight: 40 lb. (3.17 kg) 
Power Requirements 
Input Voltage: 90-260VAC 50/60Hz 
Surge protector 
Environmental Requirements 
Room Temperature: Less than 24°C (76°F) 
Relative Humidity: Less than 50% 
Accessories 
Joystick included for simple control of motorized orientation stages and accessories 
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OVERVIEW 

The MWL731 Six-Axis Motor Driver was designed provide power and to be used with the Joy Stick Control to 
allow safe and simple motorized orientation base remote control outside x-ray enclosure. 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Motor torque overload cutoff monitor 

 Drives 12 or 28 VDC motors 

 Joy Stick motor/axis or stage selection knob 

 Provides up to 2 amperes per motor of current 

 Motor speed rate control 

Product details: The MWL731 Six-Axis Motor Driver with joy-stick control has six-axis capability to drive 12 or 28 
VDC motors at up to 2 amperes per motor. A joy-stick controls the motors a pair at a time. The rotary switch 
allows selection of one of three of the pairs. The motor speed is varied by changing the rate at which full voltage 
pulses are delivered to the DC motor. This ensures full motor torque even at low motor speeds. Light emitting 
diodes on the joy-stick pod indicate the return motor current. 

 

PRODUCT IMAGES  

MWL731 Motor Controller 

Joy Stick Control 
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